
Tier 0 Classroom Technology Instructions 

A Tier 0 classroom is the most basic classroom at Albright College in terms of classroom 

technology. Albright College has four types of classroom technology setups, Tier 0, Tier 1, Tier 

2, and Tier 3. The classroom you are currently in is a Tier 0. Many Tier 0 classrooms around 

campus may not contain a classroom computer, however this specific classroom does. It also 

provides the sufficient equipment in order to hookup a personal computer to the projector 

along with audio capabilities. The classroom also contains a DVD player. 

Tier 0 Classroom Computer Projection Instructions 

1. Ensure that the computer is turned on and running. If the computer is not powered on 

you may have to start the computer by pressing the power button. The power button 

is located on the left hand side of the computer and is labeled with this symbol.  

2. Turn on the projector by pushing the power button on the projector remote control.  

The projector may take a minute or so to completely power on.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Once the projector is powered on, you may have to select the proper input for what you 

are trying to display. There will be Extron HDMI Switcher located within the podium as is 

shown in the image above. There will be only one button located on the Extron switcher 

that will allow you to cycle through the inputs of the projector. The button it labeled 

“Touch Button”. Cycle through until the projector detects what you are trying to display. 

4. Within a few seconds the desktop of the PC should be seen on the projection screen. If 

you still do not see the desktop of the PC or you see the desktop with no icons on the 

projection screen press the “Windows key” and the “P key” at the same time, and select 

“Duplicate” from the menu. 
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Connecting to the Projector via HDMI + Display Port Adapter 

This section will cover how to connect your laptop to the projector using the HDMI cable that is 

located within the classroom. If the laptop you are using does not have an HDMI port, then a 

Display Port Adapter will be required. Many faculty laptops contain a display port instead of 

an HDMI port.  Each classroom contains the proper adapter for both hookups.  Below is a 

picture highlighting the difference between the two ports. 

 

 

 

 

1. Locate the HDMI cable within the classroom. The HDMI cable will be located either on the 

podium or right next to it. It will look like this:  

 

2. Determine what type of port that your laptop contains by 

referencing the figure above.  If your laptop contains a display 

port, then an adapter is required. If your laptop contains an HDMI port, 

please proceed to step 4. Every classroom at Albright contains a Display port 

adapter within the classroom.  

3. Typically, the adapter will already be connected to the HDMI cable, although 

there may be some instances where it is not. If this is the case, then simply plug the HDMI 

cable into the back of the display port adapter. This will allow you to then plug the cable 

into your laptop.  

4. Connect the HDMI cable (may contain display port adapter) to the corresponding port on 

your laptop. Once the cables are connected and your laptop is turned on, you may turn on 

the projector. Locate the projector remote and press the “Standby/On” button.  

5. Once the projector is powered on you may have to hit the touch button on the Extron 

switcher for the projector to detect the laptop input as is described in step three in the 

section above.  If the laptop image is not quite correct, please refer to step four in the 

above section. 
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